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BACKGROUND Hyperhidrosis can have profound effects on a patient’s quality of life. Current treatment
guidelines ignore disease severity.
OBJECTIVE The objective was to establish clinical guidelines for the recognition, diagnosis, and treatment of primary focal hyperhidrosis.
METHODS AND MATERIALS A working group of eight nationally recognized experts was convened to
develop the consensus statement using an evidence-based approach.
RECOMMENDATIONS An algorithm was designed to consider both disease severity and location. The
Hyperhidrosis Disease Severity Scale (HDSS) provides a qualitative measure that allows tailoring of treatment.
Mild axillary, palmar, and plantar hyperhidrosis (HDSS score of 2) should initially be treated with topical
aluminum chloride (AC). If the patient fails to respond to AC therapy, botulinum toxin A (BTX-A; axillae,
palms, soles) and iontophoresis (palms, soles) should be the second-line therapy. In severe cases of axillary,
palmar, and plantar hyperhidrosis (HDSS score of 3 or 4), both BTX-A and topical AC are first-line therapy.
Iontophoresis is also first-line therapy for palmar and plantar hyperhidrosis. Craniofacial hyperhidrosis should
be treated with oral medications, BTX-A, or topical AC as first-line therapy. Local surgery (axillary) and endoscopic thoracic sympathectomy (palms and soles) should only be considered after failure of all other treatment options.
CONCLUSIONS These guidelines offer a rapid method to assess disease severity and to treat primary
focal hyperhidrosis according to severity.
All authors received honoraria from Allergan Inc. for participation and/or travel expenses for this study.

H

yperhidrosis, a disorder of excessive sweat,
may be focal, involving specific areas of the
body, or generalized, involving the entire body. Focal
hyperhidrosis most commonly affects the axillae,
hands, feet, and face.

The pathophysiology of focal hyperhidrosis is poorly
understood. Eccrine glands are distributed around
the body with high concentrations in areas such as
the palms, soles, and forehead. These glands are innervated by the cholinergic fibers of the sympathetic
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nervous system. Patients with hyperhidrosis do not
demonstrate any histopathologic changes in the
sweat glands or changes in their numbers. A complex
dysfunction in the sympathetic system likely
contributes to the cause. Up to two-thirds of patients
report a positive family history, suggesting that a
genetic predisposition may exist. Generalized hyperhidrosis may be physiologic or due to autonomic
dysfunction secondary to neurologic, endocrinologic, metabolic, and other such disorders, as well as
febrile illness, malignancy, and drugs.
Hyperhidrosis may have significant effects on patients’ lives including social embarrassment; interference with intimacy, activities of daily living, and
certain kinds of employment; and physical discomfort and a negative impact on health-related quality
of life (QOL).1,2 The effects of hyperhidrosis on
QOL have been investigated using numerous tools.2–5
Clinical experience and results using these tools have
shown the deep impact that hyperhidrosis has on
affected individuals.
Early identification and proper management of
patients with hyperhidrosis are crucial to lessen the
emotional, psychosocial, and physical impact of their
condition. Clinicians have a number of available
treatments for hyperhidrosis. Two guidelines for the
recommended treatment of primary focal hyperhidrosis have been published.6,7 Since the 2004 publication of the guidelines, new clinical studies that
involve an assessment of disease severity have been
completed. Proper management of patients with
hyperhidrosis, taking into account the severity of disease, is crucial to lessen the burden of their condition.

and develop the consensus statement. Each advisor
had treated between 50 and 200 patients with
hyperhidrosis in 2005 (median, 100–149 patients;
unpublished results from national survey of top
hyperhidrosis-treating physicians in Canada).
The advisors employed an evidence-based approach,
performing a comprehensive literature search of
English-language articles published from 1967 to
2006 on the diagnosis, recognition, or treatment of
hyperhidrosis. Selected publications included randomized trials, controlled or noncontrolled studies,
meta-analyses, and single- or multicenter case series.
Reviews and unpublished trials were excluded. Literature databases included MEDLINE, PubMed,
and EMBASE. The search terms included hyperhidrosis, quality of life, and randomized controlled
trials. The level of evidence was assessed for
each publication using a scale (I–III) for the quality
of evidence (Table 1). Level of evidence (I, II-1,
II-2, II-3, III) is indicated after each recommendation. Citations in support of individual recommendations are identified in the guideline text.
Following review of the evidence by the advisors,
recommendations were drafted, discussed, and
voted on by all members.

TABLE 1. Level of Evidence (from Canadian Task
Force on Preventive Health Care)
Level

Evidence

I

Evidence obtained from at least one properly
designed randomized controlled trial, systemic review or meta-analysis.
Evidence obtained from well-designed
controlled trials without randomization.
Evidence obtained from well-designed cohort
or case-control analytic studies, preferably
from more than one center or research group.
Evidence obtained from multiple time series
with or without the intervention; dramatic
results in uncontrolled trials might also be
regarded as this type of evidence.
Opinions of respected authorities, based on
clinical experience, descriptive studies, or
reports of expert committees.

II-1

The purpose of this working group was to review the
clinical literature and develop practical guidelines for
the treatment of primary focal hyperhidrosis for
multiple anatomic regions based on clinical severity.

Methods
A working group of eight nationally recognized experts was convened to review the clinical evidence

II-2

II-3

III
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Recommendations
Assessment
The first step in evaluation of a patient’s excessive
sweating is to take a complete history and perform a
physical examination. Additional laboratory testing
is not required if the presentation is characteristic of
primary focal hyperhidrosis.6 If warranted, however,
a directed work-up including appropriate laboratory
and radiologic investigations should be completed to
rule out other potential causes of hyperhidrosis.
Then, if appropriate, a diagnosis of primary focal
hyperhidrosis can be made, or other disease states
responsible for the hyperhidrosis can be investigated
and treated.
The next step in assessing a patient is to establish the
severity of hyperhidrosis. Tests such as gravimetry
and evaporimetry are used predominantly in research settings to measure the quantity of sweat
being produced. There are significant limitations,
however, with the use of gravimetry in a clinical
setting. The burdensome nature of the test and significant inter- and intrapatient variability are among
limitations reported.6,8 Minor’s starch-iodine test is
used to assess the size of the surface area involved
and is used primarily for assessing the area to treat as
it does not give any indication on severity. This test is
recommended to delineate the area of treatment and
should be performed on every patient unless previous
documentation of the area involved has been recorded (i.e., from previous treatment).
The Illness Intrusive Rating Scale (IIRS) measures the
extent to which disease, its treatment, or both interfere with activities across 13 life domains considered
important to QOL.9 A tool specifically designed for
hyperhidrosis is the Hyperhidrosis Impact Questionnaire (HHIQ).10 This questionnaire has items for
baseline evaluation and 10 items for use in follow-up
treatment. This is a useful tool in a research setting,
but not in a practical clinical setting.
The Hyperhidrosis Disease Severity Scale (HDSS)
was chosen to measure disease severity in the pro-
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Figure 1. Hyperhidrosis Disease Severity Scale.

posed treatment algorithms. It is a disease-specific
scale for hyperhidrosis that provides a qualitative
measure of the severity of the patient’s condition
based on how it affects daily activities.1 The patients
select the statement that best reflects their experience
with sweating in the specified area. A score of 3 or 4
indicates severe hyperhidrosis, whereas a score of 1
or 2 indicates mild or moderate primary hyperhidrosis (Figure 1).11 This quick diagnostic tool allows the clinician to identify the level of interference
with daily activities. It is a single-item instrument
that can be rapidly administered in written or interview format, is easily understood, and requires no
aids for completion. The validity and reliability of
the HDSS were analyzed using three studies and
were found to have strong to moderate correlations
with the HHIQ, Dermatology Life Quality Index
[DLQI; 10 items that form six domains, total score
of 0 (best) to 30 (worst)], and gravimetric sweat
production. A 1-point improvement in HDSS score
was associated with a 50% reduction in sweat production and a 2-point improvement with an 80%
reduction.12–15

Treatment
There are a wide array of modalities available to
treat hyperhidrosis. These include nonsurgical (i.e.,
topical, systemic) and surgical treatments that vary
in their therapeutic efficacy, side effects, cost, and
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duration of effect.1 In all patients who present with
hyperhidrosis, it is crucial that the disease severity be
measured using the HDSS to determine proper
course of treatment and to monitor the results of
treatment.
What is the definition of treatment success and
treatment failure in patients with hyperhidrosis?
Using the HDSS, a treatment success is identified as
an improvement from a score of 4 or 3 to a 2 or 1 or
from a score of 2 to 1. Treatment failure can be
defined as no change in HDSS score after 1 month of
therapy or lack of tolerability for the treatment.
With botulinum toxin A (BTX-A) injections, it is
important to evaluate the treatment area: apparent
failure may be due to a small area being missed. In
this case, repeat treatment of the symptomatic area
with a second round of BTX-A injections (at the
same or higher dose) should be done before considering the treatment unsuccessful.

Treatment of Axillary Hyperhidrosis
Recommendations (Figure 2)
HDSS Score of 2
1. For mild or moderate axillary hyperhidrosis,
topical aluminum chloride (AC) hexahydrate is
the first choice of therapy.16,17 An initial concentration of 10% to 12% AC may be tried to minimize irritation. Euhidrosis may not be achieved
until a 35% solution is used; however, many
patients experience unacceptable skin irritation at
this strength (I, II-1, II-2). It may be more effective
to apply AC at bedtime than in the morning, and
if well tolerated AC may be applied twice daily.
2. If a patient fails to respond to topical therapy after
1 month, intradermal injection of BTX-A may
be administered. Recommended dose is 1 U/cm2
(3–4 U every 1.5–2 cm)18 to a total of 50 to 100 U/
axilla depending on patient response and surface

Figure 2. Treatment algorithm for axillary hyperhidrosis. Apply to dry axilla at bedtime; wash off in 6 to 8 hours. Use three
to seven times per week until euhidrotic. Maintenance treatment every 1 to 3 weeks. yRecommended dose is 1 U/cm2.
z
Glycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken three times a day. HDSS, Hyperhidrosis Disease Severity Scale; AC, aluminum
chloride; BTX-A, botulinum toxin A; ETS, endoscopic thoracic sympathectomy.
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area of involvement (I). Larger surface areas
may require a higher dose. Treatment is
repeated on average every 4 to 6 months when
the patient has a change in HDSS score that
warrants treatment.
3. Reduction of sweat glands, done on an outpatient
basis with local anesthesia, is the next step should
the patient not respond to two treatments with
BTX-A (II-1, II-3).
HDSS Score of 3 or 4
1. For severe axillary hyperhidrosis, AC or BTX-A is
first-line therapy as outlined in the recommendations for an HDSS score of 2 (above).
2. If a patient fails to respond to topical or BTX-A
therapy, consider using both in combination (III).
3. If a patient fails to respond to topical or BTX-A
therapy, consider the use of oral medications
alone or as an adjuvant therapy (III).
a. Glycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken up to
three times/day. (Other anticholinergics are also
sometimes used.)
4. Reduction of sweat glands, done on an outpatient
basis with local anesthesia, is the next step should
the patient not respond to treatment (II-1, II-3).
5. Endoscopic thoracic sympathectomy (ETS) should
be the last resort in patients not responding to
therapy. Patients must be well informed and
willing to accept both the surgical risks and the
significant risk of compensatory sweating (II-2).
Discussion
The safety and efficacy of topical AC in the treatment of axillary hyperhidrosis have been shown in
two small controlled studies and four open-label
observational studies.19–24 Sample sizes ranged from
23 to 139 patients, and reduction in sweat was
measured using gravimetric measurements or patient-reported outcomes. Topical AC was generally
well tolerated, with skin irritation the most common
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adverse event reported. Irritation resulted in a decrease in concentration or frequency of application
and led to discontinuation in 2% to 21% of patients.
BTX-A is the best-studied treatment for focal
hyperhidrosis. It is injected intradermally to treat
hyperhidrosis and inhibits the release of acetylcholine
at the neuromuscular junction and from the sympathetic nerves that innervate eccrine sweat glands.
More than 20 prospective, observational, or placebocontrolled studies have assessed the efficacy and
safety of BTX-A in the treatment of axillary hyperhidrosis.25–41 All studies showed a significant
treatment response by quantitative measures of sweat
production or patient-reported outcome measures.
In the largest, randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled study, patients were treated with 50 U of
BTX-A, 75 U of BTX-A, or placebo in each axilla
and were followed for 52 weeks. Inclusion criteria
included an HDSS score of 3 or 4 and the production
of at least 50 mg of sweat in each axilla at rest over
5 minutes. Patients were evaluated every 4 months
and reinjected when they reported a reincrease in
HDSS score to 3 or 4 and produced 50 mg sweat in
each axilla by gravimetric measurement, but no
sooner than 8 weeks after the initial injection. Study
responders were defined as patients who showed at
least a two-grade improvement from baseline value
on the HDSS 4 weeks after both of the first two
treatment sessions or had a sustained response after
their first treatment session and did not receive
retreatment during the study. Sweat responders were
defined as having at least a 50% reduction in axillary
sweat production at Week 4. At 4 weeks, study
response rate and sweat response rate were higher in
the BTX-A groups (50 U/75 U) compared to the
placebo group (55/49 vs. 6% and 81/86 vs. 41%,
respectively; p o .001).18
In another randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled study, patients were treated with 50 U of
BTX-A per axilla or placebo and were followed for
16 weeks after treatment. Treatment response
was defined as a greater than 50% reduction in
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gravimetric sweat rate (mg/5 min). At 4 weeks, response rate was higher in the BTX-A group compared to the placebo-treated patients (94% vs. 36%;
p o .001), and there was significantly higher patient
satisfaction using a global assessment of treatment
satisfaction score, where 4 is 100% improvement of
signs and symptoms (3.3 vs. 0.8; p o .001).42
Routine photography of the starch-iodine test areas
can assist in the follow-up evaluation of patients. In
cases where the patient claims that there was poor
efficacy and/or short duration of effect, often comparison of photos of pretreatment starch-iodine test
results with a repeat starch-iodine test will provide
objective evidence of a marked reduction in the area
of hyperhidrosis (K. Smith, MD, unpublished observations, April 2006).
Local sweat-gland excision by subcutaneous curettage or tumescent liposuction, done on an outpatient
basis with local anesthesia, should be the next step if
the patient does not respond to BTX-A.43–45 Direct
excision can create significant scarring and is associated with prolonged recovery time. The efficacy of
surgical treatments was measured in a study by
Proebstle and coworkers46 in which 42 patients received subcorial curettage using a sharp spoon under
tumescent local anesthesia. Sweat rates were determined gravimetrically, and curettage was found to be
effective in the treatment of axillary hyperhidrosis in
patients with baseline sweat rates greater than
25 mg/min.
ETS is generally not recommended and should be
considered the last treatment option only in patients
with severe axillary hyperhidrosis. Two studies examined the long-term outcomes after ETS and found that
permanent side effects impaired patient satisfaction;
compensatory sweating was seen in 67% of patients,
and individuals treated for axillary hyperhidrosis
without palmar involvement were significantly less
satisfied with ETS treatment (33% vs. 67%).47,48
Compelling evidence is lacking for the safety and
efficacy of systemic anticholinergic agents and ion-

tophoresis for the treatment of axillary hyperhidrosis. Only in severe cases of hyperhidrosis should
anticholinergics be considered, because the dosing
necessary to alleviate symptoms of hyperhidrosis
results in complications and adverse events such as
blurred vision, dry mouth and eyes, palpitations,
and urinary retention. Iontophoresis is difficult to
administer to the axillae and frequently results in
irritation.49–51

Treatment of Palmar HH
Recommendations (Figure 3)
HDSS Score of 2
1. For mild or moderate palmar hyperhidrosis, topical AC hexahydrate in absolute ethanol or in a
salicylic acid gel is the therapy of first choice. An
initial concentration of 10% to 12% AC may be
tried to minimize irritation; however, a higher
concentration may be necessary to achieve
euhidrosis. Some patients may tolerate a concentration of up to 50% AC but the risk of skin irritation is higher at this concentration (II-2).
2. If a patient fails to respond to topical therapy,
intradermal injection of BTX-A may be administered or iontophoresis therapy initiated.
a. An initial dose of 100 U of BTX-A per palm has
been shown to be effective but may need to be
increased to 150 U per palm depending on patient response (I). Recommended dose is 1.5 to
2 U/cm2 with a mean dose of 100 U per palm.
In certain instances a smaller dose of BTX-A
may be needed due to small surface area involvement. Proper anesthesia use is vital to the
success of treatment.
b. Tap-water iontophoresis requires proper patient
education on technique for optimal effect (I).
i. Patients undergo 3 to 4 treatments per week
for 20 to 30 minutes using a device that provides a direct current of 15 to 20 mA. Because
the anode may be more effective, the current
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Figure 3. Treatment algorithm for palmar hyperhidrosis. Apply to dry palm at bedtime; wash off in 6 to 8 hours. Use three
to seven times per week until euhidrotic. Maintenance treatment every 1 to 3 weeks. yDirect current at 10 to 20 mA for 20 to
30 minutes. Switch current direction midway through treatment. Use every other day until euhidrotic. Maintenance treatment every 1 to 4 weeks. zRecommended dose is 1.5 to 2 U/cm2. Proper anesthesia use is crucial to treatment success.
y
Glycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken three times a day. HDSS, Hyperhidrosis Disease Severity Scale; AC, aluminum
chloride; BTX-A, botulinum toxin A; ETS, endoscopic thoracic sympathectomy.

direction is switched halfway through the
treatment.
ii. Once euhidrosis has been achieved (typically
following 6–10 treatments), frequency of
maintenance treatments is titrated for individual response. Maintenance treatments are
typically required at 1- to 4-week intervals.
3. If a patient fails to respond to BTX-A or iontophoresis alone, consider adding topical AC
hexahydrate (at a concentration recommended in
1) to therapy (III).
HDSS Score of 3 or 4
1. For severe palmar hyperhidrosis, AC, BTX-A, or
iontophoresis are all considered to be first-line
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therapy as outlined in the recommendations for
an HDSS score of 2.
2. If a patient fails to respond to topical therapy,
BTX-A, or iontophoresis, consider the use of oral
medications alone or as adjuvant therapy (III).
a. Glycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken up to
three times per day.
b. Iontophoresis with glycopyrrolate solution has
been shown to increase efficacy of iontophoresis but can increase side effects.
3. ETS should be the last resort in patients not responding to therapy. Patients must be well informed and willing to accept both the surgical
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risks and the significant risk of compensatory
hyperhidrosis (I).

Discussion
The safety and efficacy of topical AC in the treatment of palmar hyperhidrosis have been shown in
four small observational studies.52–55 Reduction in
sweat was measured using evaporimetric measurements, transpiration measurements, or patientreported outcomes.
Several studies have been performed examining the
efficacy and safety of BTX-A in the treatment of
palmar hyperhidrosis.56–66 Duration of euhidrosis by
and large exceeded the length of the study and response rate was consistently above 90%. The most
noteworthy adverse event was transient weakness of
the intrinsic hand muscles, for which patients should
be counseled regarding dangers of poor fine motor
control.67–72 Proper use of anesthesia is vital to the
success of BTX-A in the treatment of palmar hyperhidrosis due to the intense pain associated with
multiple injections into the palms. Bier’s block, nerve
blocks, application of ice or cold air before and after
injection, and vibration have all been shown to be
successful in reducing pain during treatment.73–78
Proper counseling on the potential side effects of
anesthesia should inform the patient of possible
damage to peripheral nerves and vessels.
Three small controlled studies confirmed the efficacy
of tap-water iontophoresis in the treatment of palmar hyperhidrosis.79–81 More recently, iontophoresis
performed with anticholinergic agents in solution
has been shown to potentiate the euhidrotic effect;
however, patients frequently report adverse events,
including dry mouth, commonly seen with oral
anticholinergic therapy.82–84
Compelling evidence is lacking for the safety and
efficacy of systemic anticholinergic agents for the
treatment of palmar hyperhidrosis. Owing to systemic adverse events seen at concentrations neces-

sary to treat hyperhidrosis, anticholinergics should
only be used in severe cases.85
More than 40 published reports examine the efficacy
and safety of ETS in palmar hyperhidrosis.48,86–131
These reports lack consistency in patient selection,
surgical technique, and quantitative and qualitative
measurement of hyperhidrosis and QOL. Although
success rates range from 92% to 100%, there are
significant complications associated with sympathectomy. These complications include pneumothorax, gustatory sweating, rhinitis, and Horner’s
syndrome.126,132 ETS has decreased the risk of adverse events. Patients are often satisfied with ETS in
palmar hyperhidrosis, yet compensatory sweating
may at times be worse than the original condition
being treated.

Treatment of Plantar HH
Recommendations (Figure 4)
HDSS Score of 2
1. For mild or moderate plantar hyperhidrosis, topical AC hexahydrate in absolute ethanol or in a
salicylic acid gel is the first choice of therapy. An
initial concentration of 20% AC may be tried to
minimize irritation; however, a higher concentration may be necessary to achieve euhidrosis. Some
patients may tolerate a concentration of up to
50% AC but the risk of skin irritation is higher at
this concentration (II-2).
2. If a patient fails to respond to topical therapy,
intradermal injection of BTX-A may be administered or iontophoresis therapy initiated.
a. An initial dose of 150 U of BTX-A per sole has
been shown to be effective but may need to be
increased to 200 U per sole depending on patient response and surface area involvement (I).
The recommended dose is 1.5 to 2 U/cm2 with a
mean dose of 150 U per sole. In certain instances, a smaller dose of BTX-A may be
needed due to small surface area involvement.
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Figure 4. Treatment algorithm for plantar hyperhidrosis. Apply to dry sole at bedtime; wash off in 6 to 8 hours. Use three to
seven times per week until euhidrotic. Maintenance treatment every 1 to 3 weeks. yDirect current at 10 to 20 mA for 20 to
30 minutes. Switch current direction midway through treatment. Use every other day until euhidrotic. Maintenance treatment every 1 to 4 weeks. zRecommended dose is 1.5 to 2 U/cm2. Proper anesthesia use is crucial to treatment success.
y
Glycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken three times a day. HDSS, Hyperhidrosis Disease Severity Scale; AC, aluminum
chloride; BTX-A, botulinum toxin A.

Proper anesthesia use is vital to the success of
treatment.
b. Tap-water iontophoresis requires proper patient
education on technique for optimal effect (I).
The technique is similar to that described for
palmar hyperhidrosis.
3. If a patient fails to respond to BTX-A or iontophoresis alone, consider adding topical AC
hexahydrate (at a concentration recommended in
1) to therapy (III).
4. For patients suffering from palmoplantar hyperhidrosis, the expert panel consensus with BTX-A
therapy is to initially treat only the palms as there
is often a reduction in plantar hyperhidrosis following treatment of only the palms (III). It is unknown whether this may also occur using other
treatments.
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HDSS Score of 3 or 4
1. For severe plantar hyperhidrosis, AC, BTX-A, or
iontophoresis are all first-line therapy as outlined
in the recommendations for an HDSS score of 2.
2. If a patient fails to respond to topical therapy,
BTX-A, or iontophoresis, consider the use of oral
medications alone or as adjuvant therapy (III).
a. Glycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken up to
three times per day.
b. Iontophoresis with glycopyrrolate solution has
been shown to increase efficacy of iontophoresis but can increase systemic side effects.
3. For patients suffering from palmoplantar hyperhidrosis, the expert panel consensus with BTX-A
therapy is to initially treat only the palms as
there is often a reduction in plantar hyperhidrosis
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after treatment of only the palms (III). It is unknown whether this may also occur using other
treatments.

Quantitatively measured, the mean sweat production was found to be significantly lower following
BTX-A treatment (po.01).138,139

Discussion
Compared to axillary and palmar hyperhidrosis,
fewer publications examine the safety and efficacy of
treatments for plantar hyperhidrosis. In two observational studies, patients became euhidrotic after
application of 20 or 25% AC in ethanol.54,133 AC
has also been investigated in a large study of 139
patients in which patients had good or excellent response to 30% to 40% AC in salicylic acid gel.134
Tap-water iontophoresis has also been shown to be
effective in treating plantar hyperhidrosis.135–137
There are only two published trials on the use of
BTX-A for plantar hyperhidrosis. In one study, 10
adult patients were injected with 50 U of BTX-A
over 15 to 20 injection sites on the soles. After 5
months, 7 of the 10 patients were symptom-free, and
self-reported satisfaction with the treatment outcome was 70%.138 In another observational study, 6
soles were injected with 100 U of BTX-A per sole
and observed for 10 months to evaluate the efficacy
and tolerability of BTX-A for plantar hyperhidrosis.

Treatment of Craniofacial HH
Recommendations (Figure 5)
HDSS Score of 2
1. For mild or moderate craniofacial hyperhidrosis,
AC, BTX-A, or oral medications are all first-line
therapy.
a. An initial concentration of 10% AC may be
tried to minimize irritation; however, a higher
concentration of up to 20% AC may be necessary to achieve euhidrosis. The risk of skin irritation rises with AC concentration (III).
b. Intradermal injection of BTX-A may be administered. Doses of up to 100 U may be necessary depending on the area injected (II-2).
i. Knowledge of underlying facial musculature
is imperative.

Figure 5. Treatment algorithm for craniofacial hyperhidrosis. Apply at bedtime; wash off in 6 to 8 hours. Use three times
per week until euhidrotic. Maintenance treatment every 1 to 3 weeks. yKnowledge of underlying facial musculature is
imperative. Very small areas like the upper lips require only a small amount. BTX-A is the treatment of choice for Frey’s
syndrome. zGlycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken three times a day. yOnly consider for severe hyperhidrosis, especially
those associated with facial flushing.
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ii. Very small areas such as the upper lips require
only a small amount, starting at 0.5 U/cm2.
iii. BTX-A is the treatment of choice for Frey’s
syndrome (gustatory sweating; II-1).
c. Glycopyrrolate (1–2 mg) can be taken up to
three times per day (III).
i. May be considered for more extensive involvement of face and/or scalp.
HDSS Score of 3 or 4
1. For severe craniofacial hyperhidrosis, first-line
therapy is the same as outlined in the recommendations for an HDSS score of 2 (above).
2. ETS should be the last resort in patients not responding to therapy. Patients must be well informed
and willing to accept the previously noted risks.
a. ETS should be considered only for patients with
severe hyperhidrosis especially those associated
with facial flushing (III).
Discussion
Craniofacial hyperhidrosis can present as secondary
to Frey’s syndrome and diabetic neuropathy or as
primary craniofacial hyperhidrosis. All manifestations are treated in a similar manner. No published
controlled studies look at the efficacy of topical AC
in the treatment of craniofacial hyperhidrosis. A
small observational study examined nine patients
suffering from Frey’s syndrome and found that
topical application of AC hexahydrate was successful in controlling gustatory sweating using application intervals varying from 1 to 50 days.140 Topical
application of glycopyrrolate has also been studied
and found to be effective in patients with Frey’s
syndrome and diabetic neuropathy.141–143 It may
have a similar effect on primary craniofacial
hyperhidrosis.
BTX-A has been investigated in several studies for
the treatment of Frey’s syndrome.144–153 In one
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study, 33 patients were injected with BTX-A (range,
16–80 U; 1 U/cm2) and all relevant clinical symptoms
of sweating disappeared within 1 week after a single
injection.154 BTX-A has also been shown to be effective in a small series examining frontal hyperhidrosis in which patients were euhidrotic for over 5
months.155
The safety and efficacy of ETS for craniofacial
hyperhidrosis has not been extensively studied. This
treatment should be the last resort for patients with
severe hyperhidrosis. Patients should be informed of
adverse events, high risk of compensatory hyperhidrosis, and success rate before surgery.156–159

Summary
The HDSS provides a rapid, efficient, and validated
method to assess primary focal hyperhidrosis. This
qualitative measure allows the clinician to tailor
treatment based on the severity of focal hyperhidrosis. The guidelines proposed by the expert
panel provide a recommended course of therapy for
patients based on the severity of disease.
Mild axillary, palmar, and plantar hyperhidrosis
(HDSS score of 2) should initially be treated with
topical AC. If the patient fails to respond to AC
therapy, BTX-A (axillae, palms, soles) and iontophoresis (palms, soles) should be the second-line
therapy. In severe cases of axillary, palmar, and
plantar hyperhidrosis (HDSS score of 3 or 4), both
BTX-A and topical AC are first-line therapy. For
palmar and plantar hyperhidrosis, iontophoresis is
also first-line therapy. Local surgery and ETS should
only be considered in severe cases of hyperhidrosis in
which the patient fails to respond to all other treatment options. Craniofacial hyperhidrosis should be
treated with oral medications, BTX-A, or topical AC
as first-line therapy regardless of disease severity. In
severe cases of craniofacial hyperhidrosis (HDSS
score of 3 or 4), especially those associated with facial flushing, ETS may be considered as a last resort
for patients not responding to other therapies.
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